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Abstract.
Conversion rate optimization (CRO) is the holy grail of modern ecommerce. Do it right
and witness explosive growth. Do it wrong, and your days as an online merchant could
be numbered. 

CRO is the process of optimizing your site's experience to increase the percentage of
users who take an action. More often than not, that action is making a purchase. 

In this short, potent white paper, we will strip the issue to its core, pinpointing the
defining factors of CRO through the lens of Shopify Plus. To succeed and convert
shoppers into customers, every online shop must employ these practices. 
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0. Why CRO Matters
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What's all the hoopla about?
84% of consumers shopped online during the pandemic—and they aren't going anywhere. As online shopping hits
a historic surge, it's up to you to create a glittering online experience that entices consumers and prompts action.

People often ask "what's a good conversion rate to strive for?" This differs by product category, but according to
Oberlo, the average conversion rate in 2021 is 1.94%—the highest ecommerce conversion rate of the past seven
years. 

This varies by category, with some seeing conversion rates as high as 3.21%. So how can you improve your
conversion rates to meet or exceed these exciting new numbers?

https://www.oberlo.com/statistics/average-ecommerce-conversion-rate


Explore Conversion Rate by Industry
with Shopify Plus
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https://www.shopify.com/plus/
conversion-rate-by-industry

https://www.shopify.com/plus/conversion-rate-by-industry


0. Why CRO Matters

An online shop can grow in one of two ways: by increasing the flow of traffic to the site in hopes of driving more
sales, or by converting more of the current traffic into buying customers. The latter is a cheaper and more effective
solution and one that establishes a healthy business strategy for present and future sales alike.
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The average ROI for businesses using CRO tools is 223%.

Yet, for every $92 spent on getting new visitors, only $1 is spent on converting them.

Too many ecommerce merchants burn cash getting people to visit their site. Yet, when people arrive, most end up
leaving, resulting in crippling bounce rates and lifeless marketing spend. Through a conscious effort to implement
CRO strategies and practices, you can increase sales without paying for new visitors.

As consumer behavior continuously changes, you must tailor your shop and offering accordingly. 
CRO strategy is an invaluable ongoing process that will serve your business for life. 

https://99firms.com/blog/cro-statistics/#gref
https://99firms.com/blog/cro-statistics/#gref


1. Take a Step Inside
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The homepage or landing page.

In reality, people do judge books by their covers. And they judge websites by their landing pages. It's human
psychology. Your home page must effectively tell the story of who you are, what you make, and why it's relevant to
your target customer—swiftly and elegantly.

Your landing pages should account for a call-to-action (CTA), page colors, layout, and copy. A tweak in any of these
factors could lead to drastic changes in your conversion rate. This is why A/B testing is crucial in determining
outcomes.

71% of companies who tested their landing pages prior to launch saw increased sales. 

Use large, crisp images of your product. Write short, powerful copy that delivers your benefits with a punch. Choose
colors that are pleasant to look at. Slip into the shoes of the consumer. When you scroll down the page does it
make sense? What do you see? What do you naturally click on first?

https://99firms.com/blog/ab-testing-statistics/#gref


Simplistic Client Homepage Example: 
Pure Culture Beauty
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2. Show 'Em the Goods
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The art of artful product pages.
The product page is where the rubber meets the road. It’s where a customer adds something to their cart or
bounces off onto another page in the digital universe. 

You might already have gorgeously simple design, punchy copy that lays out product benefits, crisp photos, and a
clear pathway for the buying journey. Now it’s time to focus on the nuances and possibilities. 

Social proof and testimonials cement consumer's trust in a product and provide them with real world evidence for
how someone else benefited from using a given product.

61% of customers read online reviews before making a purchasing decision.

63% of customers indicated they are more likely to purchase from a website with
reviews and ratings.

https://www.oberlo.com/blog/social-proof
https://www.oberlo.com/blog/social-proof


2. Show 'Em the Goods
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The product page is your canvas. Here, you paint the entire picture of your product or service. Design matters as
much as content and every piece must flow together harmoniously.

Ritual is a brand that has reimagined daily vitamins and supplements. 

The product page for their women's multi-vitamin is curated to tell the story of the product and prompt a
purchase. At the top is a concise description, a tight list of benefits, a small photo slide gallery, and an "add to cart"
button. 

If a consumer desires to learn more, they can gently scroll down the page where they can read about nuanced
benefits, the ingredients inside the multi-vitamin, the science behind Ritual's vitamin capsules and delivery
method, as well as testimonials, reviews, and social proof. 

The page is neatly ordered and simply designed. It's not cluttered but rather concise and informative. The color
palette of white, yellow, grey, and blue are tastefully contrasted and make the text easy to read.



Simplistic Client Product Page Example:
GLDN Jewelry
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3. What's in the Cart?
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Make checkout easy.
Getting to the cart or checkout page means a customer is one step away from a purchase. By this point, your
marketing strategy has nurtured a lead and proven value and benefits to the target customer. Yet, the final stages
of getting a customer to add an item to their cart and checkout often proves to be exceedingly difficult for many
online shops.

The global average rate of cart abandonment is 75%.

A required registration prompt causes 35% of consumers to drop their transaction.

With Shopify Plus, you have complete control over your checkout. Merchants can add order summaries,
countdowns, up-sells, mobile-friendly checkouts, and a variety of payment options. Automated discounts at certain
spending thresholds? Check. A progress bar towards free shipping? Check. You get the idea.

If that's not enough, Shopify currently offers 350+ cart customization apps that help you create a unique and
seamless checkout process for customers on your site

https://truelist.co/blog/shopping-cart-abandonment-stats/#:~:text=Shopping%20Cart%20Abandonment%20Stats%20(Editor's,on%20cart%20abandonment%20are%20opened.
https://truelist.co/blog/shopping-cart-abandonment-stats/#:~:text=Shopping%20Cart%20Abandonment%20Stats%20(Editor's,on%20cart%20abandonment%20are%20opened.


Simplistic Client Cart Example:
Allswell
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In-cart upsells suggest
products based on what
user added to cart.



4. How's Your Experience?
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Oddly enough, it is the experience of shopping for a product that excites consumers as much as the product itself.
Just as brilliant brick-and-mortar brands created design-forward stores (ie. Apple, Athletic Propulsion Labs, Warby
Parker), online merchants must too create an online atmosphere for customers. 

Create an experience and captivate your customers.

Online retail spend is expected to hit $600 billion by 2024, nearly doubling 2019
numbers in 5 short years.

Seamless edges and design, simple consistent colors, and clear, well written descriptions all help to create a
pleasant customer experience. When things are easy and make sense, and when checking out is easy and makes
sense, a sale is made.

Shopify Flow is an exclusive feature of Shopify Plus that we recommend using to gather feedback on your
customer's experience so you can grow and iterate for success. Shopify Flow allows you to create support tickets
for negative reviews, tag customers based on purchasing behavior, and send daily top searches and results
notifications.

https://www.statista.com/statistics/272391/us-retail-e-commerce-sales-forecast/


4. How's Your Experience?
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Allswell hired us for a number of services, including creating a custom theme and site aesthetic that stands out in
the crowded home goods space. Less is often more with design. It's important to set yourself apart without
creating clutter that disorients or distracts customers.

Using Shopify Plus, we curated elegant custom theme that favors skin tones and other neutral colors, large photos
and animated product shots, and minimal copy. With this layout, navigation is effortless, calls-to-action grab your
attention, and each element has space to breathe.

This theme allows Allswell to adjust and update product offerings easily without losing the aesthetic. It also places
their products front and center with visuals that help customers imagine what it's like to use Allswell products at
home. 

Allswell case study
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Simplistic Client Custom Theme Example: 
Allswell



5. Good Housekeeping.
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At Simplistic, we specialize in four services: Design, Development, Optimization, and Support. Together, they
comprise the pillars of a successful online shop, from ideation to execution and ongoing evolution.

Site wide best practices.

DESIGN

Check if your design is intuitive and easy to navigate
Be sure every page on your site loads quickly
Check for color and font consistency
Work on accessibility so the site is available to anyone and everyone
Create design that translates across devices and in different formats

Design is as much about strategy as it is experience, graphics, and custom iconography. The feeling someone gets
when they arrive on your site, the colors, the layout, and the order and presentation of content are all elements of
your site's design. Begin by poking around on other online shops and noting designs that feels authentic to your
brand. 

94% of first impressions are correlated with your site's design and 75% of your
website's credibility comes from design.

https://www.webfx.com/blog/web-design/website-statistics/


5. Good Housekeeping.
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Design is only as good as the development around it. Our development team are all Shopify Plus Experts. This
assures every technical challenge is met with a functional solution. When developing a new page or feature, layout
a clear end goal for how and why the consumer will use the feature.

We recommend Shopify Flow for automating tasks once your site is developed. Shopify Flow can tag and track
conversions, track customers and buying behaviors, reward loyalty points to customers, and notify you when
inventory and stock are low. 

Development is crucial for app integrations, plugins, subscriptions, and the general operation of your site and
online presence.

Site wide best practices.
DEVELOPMENT

A 1-second delay in a page's loading time can result in a 7% drop in conversions.

https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2017/08/02/conversion-rate-statistics


5. Good Housekeeping.
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Once your online shop is designed, developed, and running, it's time to analyze it. Running A/B tests and other
diagnostics will help determine what works and what doesn't. To attain a healthy state of CRO, you must be
adaptable and willing to pivot to meet the demands of consumers and create appeal around your product or
service offering.

Collecting data and insights are crucial to optimization. Using Shopify Plus, our team manages analytics that
inform decisions, run A/B tests, and change landing pages to assure a strong ROI for the online shops we consult
with.

Making room for new product launches and seasonal content should be seamless and not risk destroying the
features and functionalities you've already built.

Site wide best practices.
OPTIMIZATION + SUPPORT



6. Testing, Testing, 1,2,3

By testing new elements on your website, and across all your channels, you can collect and analyze data and make
informed decisions about what drives conversions and what doesn't.
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More than half of marketers use A/B testing in their CRO strategy. If you aren't implementing A/B tests then you're
leaving valuable insight on the table. Testing has quickly become the preferred method for increasing CRO.

When working with Allswell, a home goods retailer, we developed a custom theme using Shopify Plus. We then
rolled out numerous versions of the site with various functionalities. Leveraging a new site aesthetic and revenue
optimization program, we identified what worked best for Allswell's audience. The result was a sizable increase in
conversion rate and average order size.

Apps like Optimizely and Neat A/B Testing seamlessly integrate into the Shopify Plus dashboard.

Testing and data are the backbones of CRO.

Dell reportedly tested over 10,000 landing pages until selecting one that shot their
conversion rate up by 300%.

https://99firms.com/blog/ab-testing-statistics/#gref
https://www.shopify.com/plus
https://apps.shopify.com/optimizely-1
https://apps.shopify.com/neat-ab


7. Real Life Case Study
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Working with apparel brand Mission, we conducted a series of strategic adjustments that rocketed their growth
and conversion rate. 

Mission case study

We began by designing a more scalable and functional theme using Shopify Plus. Our data and metrics revealed
that the new theme had a positive impact on Mission's conversion rate as compared to the old site. This led to
continued work between Mission and our CRO expert team.

We've achieved a 71% Win Rate for A/B tests on Mission.com, with a whopping $50,000 increase in monthly
revenue per test. 

Insights from site data led to strategic A/B tests that were launched for specific visitor types (i.e. mobile traffic only,
visitors from Facebook, etc.), and new landing pages were created that were optimized for specific audience
segments based on A/B test results.

Customized landing pages tailor your marketing efforts to different audience segments to achieve the best results
for each type of consumer landing on your site. 

Data shows companies with 40+ landing pages garner 12x more leads than those
with 5 or less.

https://99firms.com/blog/cro-statistics/#gref


Simplistic Client CRO Example:
Mission
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We tested a new creative version of a "Buy 3 Get 1 Free" promotional banner on the Mission
Homepage. 

The hypothesis was that a better-looking promotional banner would lead to increased
revenue through higher Avg. Order Value. 

Our variant reached statistical significance for both Avg. Order Value and Revenue per
Session. 

Based on the total number of visitors who scrolled far enough on the homepage to see the
new banner, implementing our variant would drive approximately +$152k in increased
monthly revenue.



Conclusion.
Conversion rate optimization (CRO) is an invaluable ongoing process for every online
shop. In order to adapt and grow, CRO must be considered and used to inform every
major decision a business makes.

Consistent A/B testing is perhaps the most crucial element in achieving CRO and
seeing consistent grow.

As a brand evolves and creates landing pages, product pages, and other site
developments, data and insights should be collected to analyze the success of each
change. 

By investing in CRO strategy instead of increased site traffic, a brand can save money,
convert more customers, and establish healthy practices for present and future success
online. 
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